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Figure 1: Path to the wizard’s castle in Terra’s Dream 

Level summary 
 Terra’s Dream is a single player quest for the first person RPG The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Terra’s Dream is an 

optional quest to the main Skyrim’s storyline, which takes place inside the mind of the Prince of a Kingdom known as 

Terra. In the level, players need to find out the source of the Prince’s illness, and enter his dreams in order to defeat the 

Wizard that is controlling the Prince’s mind. The level offers players the chance to use powers and mechanics that defy 

the laws of nature. In order to succeed, players need to use a spell that reveals the secrets hidden in the dream world, as 

well as traverse a castle where gravity changes force them to face challenges in both floors and ceilings. 

  



Design goals 
• Creating mechanics that surprise the player. The main goal of the level was to create mechanics that players’ would 

not expect to find in the Skyrim world, but that still fit the RPG genre and the game. Because the level takes place in 

a dream, players get to use unique powers, such as a spell that allows them to see the real form of certain objects in 

the level. 

• Creating an interesting and immersive story. In Skyrim, it is important to catch the players’ attention through 

narrative, to spike their interest and make them feel involved in the game’s quests. Terra’s Dream features a story 

were players are the hero that a lost Kingdom need. After all other options have failed, Terra’s Prime Minister puts 

the fate of the Kingdom in the players’ hands, and trusts them with the mission of waking up Terra’s ill Prince  

• Mastering the use environmental storytelling and environmental cues. Visual language is an essential part of 

Terra’s Dream. Brighter lights help players identify the critical path in both exteriors and interiors, shading effects 

identify gameplay relevant elements, and royal decals and symbols reinforce the level’s narrative and story.  

 

Figure 2: Terra's Dream takes place in a dream world, which allows for unique game mechanics 

 

 

  



Captions 

Visual themes 
 The level has four distinct areas, one located in the real world, and three located in the dream world. Players 

start by meeting Terra’s Prime Minister in Tamriel. The Prime Minister brings players to the Royal Palace, where they see 

the ill Prince and enter his mind. Once inside the Prince’s dream, players get to explore a dream-like town. Players have 

to find a spell inside the town’s cave, talk to the villagers inside the town’s inn, or access the castle on top of the town’s 

highest hill, where they must confront the evil Wizard that is controlling the Prince’s mind. 

 

Figure 3: The Prime Minister’s tent in Tamriel 

Context: players start the level in Tamriel, near Riverwood Bridge. There, Terra’s Prime Minister introduces himself and 

offers the quest to the player. After meeting Terra’s Prime Minister, players get to use a portal that brings them directly 

to Terra’s Royal Palace. 

 

 

 



Figure 4: The laboratory has the most visually distinct theme of the level 

Context: The palace has several decorative elements that are characteristic of the royalty, such as gold utensils and 

objects, royal banners, and noble furniture. In this area, player’s see Terra’s Royal symbol for the first time. 

Figure 5: The evil wizard’s castle rests floats over a hill close to the Dream Town 

Context: The real quest starts when players enter the Prince’s mind and access the Dream Town. The Dream Town has a 

very distinctive purple and blueish tone, which gives it a ghostly and paranormal look. Elements like a floating castle or 

giant roots reinforce the idea that the town does not belong to the real world. 



 

 

Figure 6: The Dream Town's Inn 

Context: In the Dream Town’s Inn, players can gather clues that help them reach final dungeon of the level, the Wizard’s 

castle. The aesthetics in the Inn are similar to the ones found in the Royal Room; however, the clutter elements are 

cheaper looking and do not have any noble symbols on them. 

  



 

Figure 7: The Wizard's Castle, the last location that players see in the Dream Town 

Context: The final challenge of the level takes place inside the Wizard’s Castle, a castle that floats above the highest hill 

in the Dream Town. The home of the Evil Wizard, the Wizard’s Castle aesthetics show what it was at some point a 

luxurious and godly-like castle. However, years of neglect have covered its walls in dust, and destroyed its once grand 

sculptures. 

 

  



Design captions 

Design challenge: Using visual communication to reinforce gameplay and mechanic 

Figure 8: The pink dragon banners represent Terra’s Royal Family 

Figure 9: The red banners tell players that he is about to access enemy’s territory 

Context: Story wise, areas controlled by Terra’s Royal Family have pink banners with a dragon symbol, while areas 

controlled by the evil Wizard have red banners with a gold background. 



Figure 10: The glow on the floating spheres indicates that the player can use the Clarity Spell on them 

Figure 11: The color purple highlights interactive elements in the level 

Context: In Terra’s Dream, visual cues give the player gameplay and story hints. For example, any element that the 

player can transform with the Clarity Spell has a purple glow. 

 

  



Design challenge: Creating a fun and unique mechanic 

 

Figure 12: The player uses the Clarity Spell on a human character, which reveals that the character was indeed a dog 

 

Figure 13: Players use the Clarity Spell on a glowing wall, revealing a secret passage 

Context: The main mechanic of the level allows players to use the “Clarity Spell”. When applied to any object or 

character, the Clarity Spell reveals the true form of that object or character. The mystery surrounding the spell, and the 

excitement of finding out the true form of different items, make this mechanic entertaining and fun to use. 



Design challenge: Giving player meaningful choices 

Figure 14: A battle between the Prime Minister and an Assassin ensues in the alternate ending 

Figure 15: The red symbols on the Royal Guard in the Inn reveal his evil nature 

Context: At the end of the level, players need to make an important choice: whether to kill the Royal Guard in the castle, 

or the Royal Guard in the Inn, since one of these Royal Guards is an imposter. If players kill the wrong Royal Guard, they 

experience an alternate ending to the story, which includes a battle between Terra’s Prime Minister and an assassin. 

Players also get different rewards based on the decision they made. 



Design challenge: Letting the player win 
  

 

Figure 16: The Prince wakes up regardless of the player’s choices 

Context: Visual cues in the level give hints to players, telling them which Royal Guard they should trust. If they decide to 

trust the wrong Royal Guard and get out of the dream, the Prime Minister still offers them a chance to go back to the 

dream and find the level’s villain. In that case, players receive a smaller reward, but still get the satisfaction of 

completing the level successfully and waking up Terra’s Prince. 

 


